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ABSTRACT

Long a popular solo instrument, the flute has, in the 

twentieth centurycome to have a special importance. . , Since much of 

the concentration of current music has been in the exploitation of new 

sounds, many composers have naturally turned their attention to the 

possibilities of new tone colors from standard musical instruments.

The flute, being extremely versatile, has provided them, through 

performance techniques unique to this century, with many additions to 

this vocabulary of sounds.

This compositional idea has had a great impact on current 

literature for the flute. This is especially evident in solo 

repertoire, and is becoming increasingly more obvious in orchestral 

parts. Among the new sounds that have been used are flutter tonguing, 

harmonics, double stops, and percussive attacks. The large range of 

the flute, as well as its dynamic variations have also been exploited.

In solos for flute alone, composers are able to fully experiment 

with new tone colors. In accompanied, works, several composers have 

attempted to combine such colors with new sounds from the piano, so that 

the two instruments are seemingly fused into one musical voice. Among 

these composers are Varese, Berio, Messiaen, and Maderna. Their works . 

represent a great advance in this new musical concept.



CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The transverse flute, one of the oldest of all wind instruments, 

has remained extremely popular throughout the history of musical per

formance. For centuries composers have striven to capture the beauty 

of. the flute sound in their writings. Having a mellow, rich tone in 

the lower octave, a very smooth middle register, and a brilliant upper 

register, the flute can easily execute long tranquil melodies or add 

life to bouncing staccato lines:
The flute is an instrument of almost unbelievable agility. No 
passages are too fast or too difficult for it. Its tone color 
is uniformly bright, except in the lowest register, where it 
tends to become somewhat cool and velvety. Because of its 
lightness and daintiness, the flute is always associated with . 
the elves and fairies of orchestral music, as in the "Scherzo" 
from Mendelssohn*s Midsummer Night*s Dream.̂

Musical ideas of the twentieth century, however, have brought 

radical changes to compositional concepts and goals. J The emphasis has, 

to a great extent, been taken away from strict formal design and tonal 

structure. There is now a -new area of concentration: combining tone

colors for the overall effect of sheer sound. This trend, sometimes 

referred to as the "Avant Garde" school, has not yet reached any level 

of true public acceptance.

There has.been much influence from this school in current 

flute repertoire. The flute is capable of producing many new

1. Anthony Baines, Woodwind Instruments and their History 
(New York: W. W. Norton and Company, 1957), p. 47,

1



2
sounds which have heen incorporated into substantial musical 

works.

The Need for the Study

The need for this thesis is based on the lack of familiarity 

which musicians have with this new style of flute writing. This instru

ment is9 to a great extent, solely thought of as melodious and graceful. 

There is little consideration given, however, to its importance in these 

new areas of music, nor is there an awareness of the amount of new 

literature that has been written for the flute in this style.

The Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this thesis is to examine several contemporary 

works from the flute literature which involve these new dimensions in 

sound production.

Four works have been considered:

Density 21.05 by Edgard Varese 

Sequenza by Luciano Berio 

Le Merle Noir by Oliver Messiaen 

Honeyreves by Bruno Maderna 

Of the four works listed above, two (Density 21.05 and Sequenza) 

are written for unaccompanied flute. . The remaining two are written for 

flute and piano. These four will be analysed from a standpoint of 

compositional techniques, with an emphasis on musical sounds that are 

unique to the twentieth century. Consideration also will be given to 

the adaptation of these new ideas into orchestral writing.



CHAPTER II

COMMENTS ON ACOUSTICS AS APPLICABLE TO THE 

CONSTRUCTION OF THE FLUTE

The term "sound,11 in musical context, must be distinguished
2from a more general usage of the word. Culver, in Musical Acoustics  ̂

defines sound in this general sense as "any vibratory disturbance in 

a material medium which is capable of producing an auditory sensation." 

This "vibratory, disturbance" refers to sound waves which, traveling in 

air, are intercepted by the human receptor, the ear.

This broad category can then be broken down into smaller areas: 

noise and musical sounds. A noise consists of sound waves which travel 

in irregular intervals and patterns. This resulting sound, which does 

not define any true pitch, is unpleasant to the ear. Musical sound 

would then be the opposite. When a musical sound is produced, the 

sound waves are traveling at a constant rate in a regular pattern. 

Because of this, a definite pitch level is established. There are 

three basic characteristics to all musical sounds: pitch, loudness,

and quality.^

2. Charles Culver, Musical Acoustics (New York: McGraw-Hill 
Book Company, 1956), p. 18.

3. Ibid., p. 83.

3
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Pythagorass in his experiments with the vibrating string3 

found that plucking a string caused a definite pitch to be heard.^ If 

he shortened the length of the string and again plucked its the pitch 

was higher because it was shorter. The frequency5 or number of vibra

tions, had increased because the vibrating body, or length of the 

string, had been made smaller. Pitch, therefore, is determined by 

the speed with which the object in. motion vibrates. This speed 

determines the frequency with which the sound waves occur. The more 

rapid the frequency, the higher the pitch. This of course is perceived

by the listener, and he then judges the position of the sound.

At the same time that the listener is hearing a pitch, the 

sound waves are striking the ear drum with a certain intensity. This 

is judged by the individual, and perhaps would differ among listeners. 

If this intensity is great, the musical sound is said to be "loud.11 If

it is not, it is said to be "soft."

The remaining characteristic of a musical, sound is "quality." 

This is the most important of the three. The listener is able to 

distinguish one sound from another by its quality. The sound of a 

flute is recognized as being different from that of a violin. Each 

sound is unique because it has its own characteristics. Musical sounds 

have several different components, and their individual structure is 

rather complex. These components, or "partial tones" have been

4. Clarence Hamilton, Sound and its Relation to Music (New 
York: Charles H. Ditson and Company, 1912), pp. 24-27.
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discussed in detail by the German physicist, Professor G. S. Ohm,^ who 

was the first to write on this characteristic, quality. Within one 

musical sound there are several of these "partial tones," or "partials," 

vibrating. The partial having the lowest frequency is called the 

"fundamental," and all others with higher frequencies are called "upper 

partials" or "overtones." If the frequencies of these overtones are 

exact multiples of the fundamental, the overtones are called "harmonics." 

When the overtones are not exact multiples, they are referred to as 

"inharmonic partials." Helmholtz,̂  in his researches on musical sounds, 

makes the statement that "differences in musical quality of tone depend 

solely on the presence and strength of partial tones." Different 

sounds, then, have their own number, distribution and intensity of 

partials in their composition. As the construction of musical instru

ments varies, so does the resulting quality of sound.

When considering harmonics, with these partials being exact 

multiples in frequency of the fundamental, one must remember that they 

will occur in a consistent intervallic order. This order (see Figure 

1) is called the "harmonic series." By fingering Cl on the flute, 

and by using this note as the fundamental, it is possible to play that 

portion of the harmonic series shown in the figure, without changing 

fingerings. Furthermore, by extending this idea, and using any of the 

notes in the first octave, C1-C2, as fundamentals, all of these harmonic 

series can be played. This is done simply by changing, with the lips,

5. Culver, p. 103.

6. Ibid., p. 104.
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the direction of the air that is blown into the flute,, thereby

emphasizing the individual harmonics. These tones are not always

clear, and often sound somewhat airy. To clarify the tone, the

flutist is obliged to use slight alterations of these basic fingerings.

It is important to remember, however, that there are these two possible

methods of playing any given note, and that they will result in a

different purity of tone.

The flute, having a range of approximately three octaves. Cl-

C4, has a characteristic tone quality in each octave. This is caused

by the differing harmonic content of the various registers. Flute

tones, as Culver illustrates, have a relatively low harmonic content

compared to other woodwind instruments. The lower octave has the

greatest percentage, and as the notes ascend this percentage decreases.

The upper register, therefore, has an extremely low harmonic content.

There has been no conclusive theory arrived at to explain this
7phenomenon. It has been established through graphs, however, that 

any ,!open-pipeTT type of instrument has this relatively low harmonic 

count, and that it decreases as the pitch rises. The highest register 

of the flute, therefore, consists almost entirely of the fundamental 

tones. Unless the flute is isolated, it can only be heard in this 

range in an orchestra. In solo work, however, where there is no other 

"competition" for the flute sound, the entire range of the instrument 

is used.

7. Ibid., p. 199. Culver charts the waveforms of the flute 
spectrum.



CHAPTER III

THE NEW DIRECTION IN FLUTE MUSIC: CREATION OF NEW

SOUNDS IN UNACCOMPANIED FLUTE SOLOS

The following is taken from a speech given by Edgard Varese

at the Mary Austin House, Santa Fe, 1936:

At a time when the very newness of the mechanism of life is 
forcing our activities and our forms of human association to 
break with the traditions and the methods of the past in an 
•effort to adapt themselves to circumstances, the urgent 
choices which we have to make are concerned not with the past 
but with the future. The world is changing, and we change 
with it. The more we allow our minds the romantic luxury of 
treasuring the past in memory, the less able we become to face 
the future and to determine the new values which can be created 
in it,8

The topic of this speech was "New Instruments and New Music,11 and it 

hinted primarily at the development of the electronic medium for the 

music of the future. But certain concepts that Mr. Varese was aiming 

at proved that he was aware that the entire realm of sound in music 

was undergoing a great change. This would lead to the "Liberation of 

Sound":

The role of color or timbre would be. completely changed from 
being incidental, anecdotal, sensual or picturesque; it would 
become an agent of delineation, like the different colors on 
a map separating different areas, and as an integral part of 
form. These zones would be felt as isolated, and hitherto 
unobtainable non-blending (or at least the sensation of non
blending) would become possible.^

8. Elliott Schwartz, editor. Contemporary Composers on Con
temporary Music (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1967), p. 64.

9. Ibid., p. 65.

8



Other composers were well aware that the area of sound offered many- 

unexplored, possibilities, Bartok, in his "Allegro -Barbaro," exploits 

the piano sound, presenting it in a very rhythmic, percussive and 

almost grotesque picture. Schoenberg and,Webern, on the other hand, 

approach this from the subtle tone colors available in the orchestral 

medium. In Schoenberg1s Opus 16, number 3, "Summer Morning by a Lake," 

the entire short work is uniquely presented by certain chords being 

passed between different voices. The first three measures simply have 

the same chord, heard separately in different instruments. Similarly, 

in Webernfs Five Pieces for Orchestra, Opus 10, melodic fragments are 

distinguished by changing tone color. There are no tutti sections, 

as none is necessary.

The idea that the traditional necessity for a formal melody 

was compulsory is hereby negated. The variations of color can provide 

as much interest in any musical work as they can in any painting. This 

contrast is what the listener concentrates on, and he no longer requires 

a "formal design" for musical satisfaction.

This idea can easily be transferred from the orchestral unit to

solo compositions. With an instrument such as the flute, the possibili

ties in this area are more thoroughly appreciated in solo work. Only 

then can all possible "new" sounds be fully exploited. The flute was 

one of the first instruments to be used in this new area:

As a result, a thorough overhauling of conducting technique is
in the making, new instrumental discoveries have antiquated 
every existing orchestration treatise,-traditional limitations 
of voice and instrument have proven to be mythical; the piano
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was the first to expand5 the flute underwent a change of 
personality (due largely to the influence of Gazzeloni),10

When considering nnew!t sounds for the flute, the following 

general categories must be taken into account: extreme limits of the

instrument's range, often with sudden and drastic register changes; 

variations and contrasts in articulation; use of harmonics and double 

stops; any percussive possibilities, as with an absence of sound, and 

hitting the keys; extreme contrasts in dynamics, occurring very rapidly.

The more common techniques in flute playing can be explained 

here. When a flute player articulates, he starts the tone with a 

definite point of attack. The standard method is simply to pronounce 

the letter "T" at the same instant that he releases the air. In 

slower passages, where each note is to be "articulated" or "tongued," 

he would then repeat this letter for each note, keeping the air at a 

constant flow. In more rapid parts, where the tongue cannot move 

rapidly enough to restate the letter on every note, he then must 

"double-tongue," or alternate the "T" with "K" on each pair of notes.

If the passage contains rapid triplets, he has the choice of using the 

letter'combination "T-K-T, K-T-K, T-K-T," etc. , or "T-K-T, T-K-T," and 

so forth.

Dynamic contrasts are produced very easily on the flute. If 

the player wishes to make a diminuendo, he simply brings his lips 

gradually forward into the position as if saying the sound, "oo." In 

the case of a crescendo, he opens his lips at the same time as he

10. Ibid., p. 93.
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directs the air squarely into the flute. The amount of air and 

support from the diaphragm remains constant.

Because the flute has a single row of.keys, and most of his ' 

fingers only have one key to operate, it is possible for a flutist to 

play extremely rapid passages. It is for this reason that extremely 

rapid musical lines are played with comparative ease.

The other techniques used in the.works which follow are unique 

to the repertoire of this century. As they are encountered, their 

execution will be explained.

Density 21,05 by Edgard Varese

Written in 1936 at the request of Georges Barrere for the

inauguration of his platinum flute (21.05 being the density of

platinum), this work was later revised in April 1946. At the time of

its first playing Varese gave some instructions for its interpretation:

"Do not treat it charmingly, as it calls for dynamic, tense rendition—

strictly adhering to indications. The notes marked with are to be

played very softly, hitting the keys at the same time to produce a

percussive effect.

It is interesting to recall the adverse reaction that the work

received at the time:

This piece, interesting and extremely original, was requested 
by an unusual flutist and written by an unusual composer. I do 
not think that when the flutist has played the first four of 
the last sixteen measures by blowing alternately and insistingly 
two notes, D and B, in the altissimo— or better still in the

11. Leonardo DeLorenzo, My Complete Story of the Flute (New 
York: The Citadel Press, 1951), p. 201.
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stratosphere of the flute— for about fifteen times9 he will be 
convinced that the composer has succeeded in. transferring 21.05, 
which is the density of platinum, from that instrument to the 
player! Edgard Varese has. been variously called: a "futuristic"
composer, and "eccentric" composer, a "composer of monstrosi
ties," and a "composer who, instead of applause, encourages a 
deluge of protests.

Basically, the work can be seen in three large sections: 

section A, bars 1-23; section B, bars 24-41; section C, bars 42-61.

The opening figure ( see Appendix A), F-E-F#,. acts as the unifying

motive throughout. In section A, bars 1-3 introduce the motive in one 

phrase; bars 3-5 extend the first half of this opening idea; bars 6-8 

extend the second half, expanding the C# to G interval into an entire 

phrase. The note range of these phrases lies relatively low for the 

flute. Notice also, that within this small section there are many 

dynamic changes: the crescendo and diminuendo are used to keep

sustained notes alive; forte immediately contrasted with piano is quite 

striking. The opening motive, now transposed to and slightly 

altered, appears at bar 9, From a flutistT s point of view, the 

fortissimo here is difficult to achieve, as is one of the most 

unstable notes on the instrument. From bar 9 to bar 14 the next 

thought is stated. Again, there are great dynamic contrasts. The 

note range has now been widened; the E3 in bars 13 and 14 is the 

highest note heard thus far. This leads,'with great contrast, to bar 

15, where the opening motive is again heard. This bar starts a new 

thought which extends through bar 23. A striking idea here is the 

extreme leap.from F#1 to G3 (bars 16 and 17). It is difficult at best

12. Ibid., p. 203.
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to play loudly in the lower register5 especially when this fortissimo 

is expected to balance in volume with the more shrill upper register.

All the crescendi in these few bars lead only to the sudden piano 

marking. Section A ends with a triplet figure, with the first staccato 

that has been heard so far.

This staccato prepares, to some extent, the beginning of section 

B. The notation here is "sharply articulated"; on the flute this is 

achieved by blowing a slight amount of air, enough to hear the basic 

pitch of the note, but without a full sound. Any lower note on the 

flute can be heard simply by hitting the key, regardless of whether the 

player is blowing or not. To amplify this somewhat, when one blows 

slightly, in addition to "thumping" the key, the sound carries farther. 

When some air is blown into the flute, it is possible to hear some 

notes from the middle register, the most effective one being D2.

Bars 24-28 contain an interesting sound effect. The percussive 

notes are contrasted with softer ones, blown in the normal fashion.

Even with this new articulation, the composer expects dynamic contrast. 

This fragment is set apart from all the rest of the entire section by 

rests. These pauses are. most effective, as they set off this new sound.

Quite suddenly this soft, percussive effect is interrupted in 

bar 29 by the brilliant fortissimo. This new figure is reminiscent of 

the opening motive, only now it is inverted. The leaps into the middle 

register are very dramatic. This is repeated three times, and destroys 

the serenity which has prevailed up to that point. Bars 24 through 36 

achieve the first true climax of the work; this is accomplished by the 

hammering in the highest register, all at a fortissimo level.
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A foreshadowing moment of relaxation is resumed in bars 37 

through 45. All in the middle register, again there are the sudden 

dynamic contrasts. The note releases seen in bars 39 and 40 should 

be cited: a forte note slurred to a piano5 this last note to be

released quickly. This creates a jerky, unstable effect.

The initial motive3 transposed up a half step, is heard again 

at the beginning of section C, bar 41. It would appear that the 

excitement̂  is finished. This is quickly expanded, however, to a great 

crescendo and ascent in bars 44-45. At bar 46 the flute soars to the 

note, D4 (about the highest note reached comfortably by any player).

The notes are hammered between this and B3 in long syncopated figures, 

many accented.. This indeed is the greatest climax of the work, as 

little could be done after this which would match the dramatic intensity.

At bar 50, still very loud, the music leaps to the lower 

register. Again a sudden contrast in dynamics is heard at. bar 51. The 

pleading figure, bars 51-53, is abruptly ended by this slurred-staccato 

release idea seen before. The flute sharply returns to the lowest 

octave in bar 53. (It Is very, difficult to accent any of the lowest 

notes on the flute. Often, the only way that this can be done is to 

slap the keys down at the same time as the note is tongued. This would 

create the same effect, only at a louder volume, as in bars 24-28.)

A brief phrase, piano, offers relief from the long forte feeling, bars 

55 and 56. The final crescendo starts at bar 56, in the low register.

The musical line continues to rise to the end of the work; it concludes, 

very loudly, on the note B3.
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The efforts of Varese can therefore be well appreciated. His 

goal5, displaying the great contrasts of sounds on the flute,'has been 

effectively reached. This was accomplished primarily through contrasts 

in dynamics and dramatic changes in the flute register. The one phrase, 

bars 24-28, articulated with the fingers, is a very important effect, 

and acts as the contrast to the otherwise smooth effect of the numerous 

• slurred lines. Keeping in mind when this work was written (1936), it 

was far ahead of its time.

, Sequenza Per Flauto Solo by Luciano Berio

The Sequenza, written by Luciano Berio in 1958, was dedicated 

to the most Avant Garde flutist alive today. Severino Gazzeloni. This 

performer is an Italian, and has made the only recording of this work, * 

on the "Time" label, called Music for Flute. The Sequenza itself 

appears noticeably different on the score from Density 21.05. There 

is, naturally, no key signature or clef sign. The printed directions 

advise that the dividing lines, which act as the equivalent to bar lines 

should be interpreted in the following manner: each pair of lines

represents a space equal in time to the metronomic marking indicated. 

Most of the work would then be set at 70, although this does change 

at the end. The player estimates the point of attack for each note by 

its location within the lines.' Notes joined by a thick line should be 

sustained until the next note is played. The value of the fermati,

Berio explains, is optional. The smaller notes, which resemble grace 

notes, should be played as quickly as possible. All accents and 

staccato markings should be carefully observed. There are two different
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types of accents; the horizontal "V" is less acute than the inverted 

triangle. The sharps and flats apply only to the individual .note, and 

all ties and slurs should be interpreted in the usual manner.

As it is difficult to refer to individual phrases and notes 

without measure numbers to cite, the author has, instead, numbered each 

staff as well as each vertical dividing line. These staff numbers 

and "measure" numbers will then be referred to.

The work opens with the figure A~G#-G, an intervallic pattern 

that is used as the unifying motive throughout the six main sections.

The sharply articulated notes, to measure 3, set the mood with both 

their crispness and speed. In direct contrast to this, through bar 6, 

a more lyrical idea is heard. Note that within this one line, there are 

five different dynamic markings, as well as five different articulation 

indications. The first line, is -the first phrase, and is important 

because it introduces the two "mood motives" used most of the time in 

the work. The next phrase extends from the second line through 

measure 16. The rhythmic idea in this phrase is taken primarily from 

the opening motive, and the phrase ends with the first pianissimo 

dynamic marking, significant because it is approached by a fortissimo. 

The third phrase ends at the close of this third line. Within this, 

very rapid tonguing is heard for the first time. This idea is expanded 

in the next phrase, which extends to the F3 at number 25. Flutter 

tonguing appears on the grace notes preceding number 22. (This 

technique is executed by rolling the RTs at the same time that the 

player blows into the instrument. This articulation is the substitute 

for the more common "T" attack in this case.) This excitement is
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quickly calmed by the sustained notes which end the phrase. At this 

point, the first main section, section A, ends.

Section B opens with a near exactness of the first motive. This 

long phrase continues to number 38. The flutter tonguing is joined by 

the sixteenth note articulation, indicated by the four dots over the 

notes between 28 and 29. The.lowest note heard thus far, D1 appears 

in this phrase. It cannot be said that, up to this point, abrupt 

changes in register, as were so important in Density 21.05, have been 

an important factor here. Instead, the extremes have concentrated 

primarily on dynamic contrasts.

At number 46 the opening motive, now with the original notes, 

begins section C, This is a longer section than the preceding two, 

and extends through the first note of line 17. This is also the most

lyrical section; this effect is created by the frequent fermati and the
\ . :

tied notes. The first phrase, ending with the tied G# at number 54, 

is the first true melody encountered so far. Even this is interrupted 

by the rapid high notes at number 53. This slow moving idea is con-. 

trasted with the faster notes of the next phrase, which ends at number 

60. Here the register changes occur more frequently. Again the 

smoother, more lyrical idea returns. This predominates in the remaining 

phrases until the end of the section. It should be noted, however, that 

the slower notes are always interrupted by a short, rapid insertion, as 

between 64 and 65, 75 and 76$ etc. Moreover, the dynamic range in 

this section differs from all previous ideas, as the piano marking is 

prevalent throughout. The differentiation between the various degrees
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of softer volumes demands a great deal of control from the player.

Low notes9 used more frequently in this section than before, enhance 

the tranquil effect.

Section C ends with a mezzo forte, and section D then begins. 

This fortissimo statement of a note pattern is very similar to the 

opening motive. As expected, section D increases the tension and 

excitement. The first phrase is extremely complex, as it involves many 

articulation changes and register leaps. This in itself will produce 

an exciting sound, especially when the dynamic contrasts are included.

From numbers 119 to 132 the lyrical mood returns, again in a 

softer dynamic range. The first harmonic note appears.at 130, and 

creates a fine contrast with this new sound in the tranquil context.

The melodious feeling is interrupted through number 148. The fast, 

slurred notes lead into the accented ones; the motion continues to 

increase, and climaxes in the powerful flutter tongue descent at 

number 145. This peak, which finally ends at number 148, is the 

greatest reached thus far. Immediately, a slower melody follows, 

and this ends with the harmonics at 161. Again the intensity increases 

through motion. A tremolo grows from the accented notes at number 173. 

This idea is designed to be a melody and accompaniment sound; the 

tremolo being the accompanying notes, and the accented notes above it, 

the melody. The interval of the tremolo, a diminished fifth, creates 

a striking, hollow sound. This idea is then combined with the flutter 

tonguing at number 188. After a good deal of flutter tonguing and 

dramatic leaps, section D climaxes and ends at number 192.
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Section E begins with a motivic pattern, again similar to the 

opening idea. This section contains a great variety of tonal colors. 

Flutter tonguing begins on line 32, but is abruptly halted by the last 

two notes of the line. Again, this articulation tries to take precedence, 

but again is interrupted at 200. A long phrase of low notes, all 

fluttered, follows. At number 205, two eighth notes again interrupt 

this idea. These eighths are struck to produce the percussive effect 

as was seen in Density 21.05. Once they have been played, the flutter 

tongue, in the low register, resumes. This culminates at number 210 

with a tremolo that combines the percussive effect with specific 

instructions to the player for the distribution of air. Berio directs 

him to crescendo with the struck keys, then to diminuendo and to 

"disappear." This would be done first with an increase, then gradual 

decrease in the amount of air blown into the flute. At the same time 

that the actual tone is fading, the crescendo, caused by more pressure 

in striking the keys, becomes a sound that is strictly a percussive 

one. This is notated "as loud as possible." Up to this point, this 

section has been concentrated primarily in the lower register, as 

different from preceding sections.

The percussive tremolo resolves to a very soft F#2. A more

quiet and lyrical mood follows. At number 215 we again find a new
)

sound, a harmonic tremolo. This harmonic then changes to a double 

stop. To execute this technique, a great deal of control is demanded 

from the player.. In the harmonic series (see Figure 1) the two notes,

G2 and C3, are the second and third harmonics above the fundamental Cl.
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The flutist fingers Cl5 or. low C5 and directs the air to some point 

that he estimates to be midway between these two harmonics« In this 

way5 it is possible to have both harmonics sound at the same time. 

Likewise, if he fingers D̂ l, he can.play the doublestop A^2 and D̂ 3.

A flutist3 however3 can only play doublestops which consist of two 

conjunct harmonics in the series.

Section E ends with the fast forte passage on line 39. The 

last note of this line; F39 combined with the first two notes of the 

following line, F#2 and G35form a pattern similar to the opening motive. 

There is9 therefore; the feeling of an elision from section E to 

section F. It is interesting; also; to note that the word "dolce" must 

be taken literally, or else the player is apt to interpret the flutter* 

tonguing too harshly. After a brief interruption, the flutter returns, 

ending the phrase at number 242 with the low Cl.

An empty bar, similar to a "grand pause," introduces a slower 

tempo which follows through to number 255. To the listener, however, 

this is not noticeable, as the fantastic number of notes and varying 

articulations fly by far too rapidly. The music rushes along with 

many dynamic and register changes which are very demanding on the 

player. This much of section F represents a summation of all the new 

sounds heard in the work.

At line 44, the tempo returns to the 72 metronomic marking.

Lines 44 and 45 begin the decline of tension which will lead to the 

conclusion. The flutter tonguing is heard less frequently; this is 

contrasted with single tongued notes at a moderate tempo. As the
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music settles in this final mood of tranquility5 the interval5 taken 

from the last two notes of the opening motive, is heard on F#2 and F3* 

The closing line has but two notes, C#1 and C2, this same character

istic interval.

The Sequenza, a work in six main sections, is unified through

out by intervallic patterns similar to the opening motive. These 

usually occur at the beginning of each section, and, as seen between 

sections E and F, can be broken between dividing points to form an 

elision. Perhaps the name of the work can be interpreted as this 

"sequence" of one motive throughout, thereby giving it a unified form. 

The Sequenza represents an entirely new concept of flute sounds*vintelligently combined in a complete musical work.
■

The unaccompanied flute solo has afforded the instrument 

complete flexibility and freedom. What limitations, if any, would 

an accompanying instrument, such as a piano, inflict upon this liberty? 

Several composers have combined the two, with emphasis still on the 

creation of new sounds. The results of two such men, Oliver Messiaen 

and Bruno Maderna, follow.



CHAPTER IV

ADAPTATION OF NEW-SOUNDS IN ACCOMPANIED FLUTE SOLOS

The vast majority of flute repertoire calls for some sort of 

keyboard accompaniment. In the Baroque era, for the most part, this 

was the harpsichord« Being an instrument of relatively low dynamic 

intensity, the harpsichord offered an ideal balance with the flute 

soundc The solo flute could be heard plainly in all registers, no 

matter how softly it was playing. Moreover, since the harpsichord 

had very little sustaining power, except on arpeggiated chords, and 

had a distinctive plucked sound, the flute sound was heard clearly in 

all articulations,

With the growth in popularity of the piano, by the end of the 

Classical era this instrument had replaced the harpsichord to a great 

extent. The piano had.many advantages as an accompanying instrument. 

Because of its sustaining power, the piano could execute varying types 

of articulations. Dynamic contrasts could now be distinctively made. 

The instrument had a smoother sound, and blended much more rapidly with 

most solo instruments. The combination of flute and piano has remained 

extremely popular up to the present time.

The piano.accompaniment, does, however, present some problems 

for the solo flute. Because of the dynamic power of the piano, there 

is a great tendency for the flute to be overpowered, if the two 

performers do not take particular care of balance. Any piano

22
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accompaniment must be thinly scored if the flute is playing in the

lower register. This is also true if the flute is playing softly.

The piano itself is another instrument which has been
13exploited by composers for new musical sounds. In the following two 

works9 he Merle Noir, by Oliver Messiaen, and Honeyreves by Bruno 

Maderna, the flute and piano combination is treated in two different 

ways. The former is more traditional,: while the latter is much more 

an experiment in new sounds.

he Merle Noir by Oliver Messiaen

Written in 1951, this work, which he titles "Blackbirds,n is 

one of several by Messiaen with birds in their titles. Among the 

others are "Hymn of the Sparrows at the Break of Day" and "Exotic 

Birds." In Technique of My Musical language^ Messiaen says, in a 

chapter devoted to "Bird Song," that he has always "admired, analyzed, 

and noted down the songs of birds; that birds create extremely refined 

entanglements of rhythmic pedals, and melodic contours, particularly 

those of blackbirds, which surpass the human imagination in fantasy." 

He then goes on to say that since "it is vain and ridiculous to copy 

nature in a servile fashion," his own "bird type" melodies will be a 

"transformation and interpretation of the music of our small servants 

of incorporal joy."

The score of this work resembles a more traditional composi

tional style than the. two preceding works. There are still no time or

13. Schwartz, p. 67. .

14. Ibid., p. 209.
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key signatures9 but the basic unit of eighth or sixteenth notes is 

constant when both instruments are playing together. The measures . 

and phrases are clearly marked.

The overall form of this work is much clearer than in the 

preceding two works. Each section with the bird calls and rapidly 

moving notes can be called A. This motivic characteristic grows from 

the introductory flute solo to the brilliant ending which is joined 

by .the piano. The "Presque Lent" sections, or B sections, provide the 

smooth contrast needed to best appreciate the expansion of these A 

sections. The whole work falls into an ABAlB*Al^ arrangement.

The piano begins with a measure of nine sixty-fourth notes, 

played in the lower octave, and to be grouped with a feeling of two 

groups of four, rather than threes. The low register and chromatic 

motion in both hands sets a mood that is dark and somber; Messiaen 

describes the night perfectly. The flute enters after a bar of 

silence, at a forte level, and after a quick rise to a fortissimo, 

once more returns to the soft dynamic feeling that, the piano had. The

next three lines are cries of birds; grace notes and rapidly moving '

notes, are contrasted with those having tenuto markings; these tenuti 

represent a fleeting moment of rest. The.dynamics shift frequently, 

but the majority are on a louder level. Messiaen uses the flutter 

tongue very effectively, as a bird would trill its note. The listener 

loses the feeling that he is hearing a flute; instead, all that he can 

visualize is the birds and the forest. This section of bird calls is

connected to the next part by the chromatic run heard at the very last
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the notes that this run uses are the same that were first heard in 

the left hand of the piano»

The "Presque Lent" begins in the piano* with a phrase that 

centers around the note F#. It is of particular importance that the 

left hand chromatic progression is cited* as this is the unifying 

factor throughout much of the work. The right hand has a new theme; 

even here the half step is important. The flute enters with the exact 

same theme* and the piano continues with this progression. A good 

performance of this will match the tone color of the two thematic 

presentations as closely as possible. This is* no doubt * the desired 

effect* and the entire section through bar 35 should be heard as one 

instrument. At bar 15 the piano again takes the continuation of the 

theme* or rather the expansion of it. This bar begins on an F* a half 

step from the last note of the flute* and ends the phrase again on an 

F#. The flute then repeats this* still with the chromatic motion in 

the piano left hand. The symmetry of this three bar. phrase alternation 

is interrupted when the flute continues at bar 23.. This new phrase 

extension mostly alternates middle octave notes with lower; this 

smoothness and simplicity is itself very difficult to achieve perfectly 

on the flute. The phrase ends on a low Dl* again the chromatic interval 

is of great importance in this phrase* as evident in the upper notes of 

the line. The note D is then taken by the piano as its first tone in 

the new phrase. As both hands are in octaves * the chromatic progression 

in the left hand is discontinued* yet still the half step is the 

dominating interval. Bar 29 settles on a chord whose outer intervals
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in both hands are half steps. The flute takes the same phrase just 

heard in the piano-, ■ only at a slightly different rhythm, so as to 

allow the piano chord to be heard. The last note of the phrase is 

heard at bar 30 after an eighth note delay; this is played harmonically, 

giving it a much more distant sound. The two instruments join in 

unison from bar 31 through 34, the, flute playing the top notes of the 

piano right hand line.

Although this section does not employ the "new sound" techniques 

that have previously been seen, still it should be recognized that this 

"oneness" of solo and accompaniment is itself a new concept in color 

blend. There is, therefore, no "solo" or "accompaniment," as both 

parts are one part, and there is but "one" instrument.

Bar 35 represents a new movement, "Un peu vif," which breaks 

the silence and tranquillity of the forest just pictured. The piano 

starts with a very dry run, the and B clash intentionally. The 

flute continues in bar 37 with a repeating pattern which represents 

the chirping of birds, while below this the piano has a D-E^ trill.

This is seen quieted in bars 42 and 43. Again the whole chord is 

chromatic: B̂ , B, C, C#, D; F, F#. The former being the outside

intervals, the latter those on the inside.

. Bar 44 begins as the work started, with the piano run sustained 

by the pedal. The flute does not continue as it had before, but one 

does not expect it to. We must remember that there is a picture being 

painted, and that symmetrical form must be set aside when necessary.

The new bird calls are here more urgent than before. Immediately the
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flutter tongue is heard9 and repeated notes tongued quickly give a 

hammering effect. The range expands quickly out of stagnant lower 

groups of notes. The grace notes are a very exciting decoration here. 

Amid the fluctuating dynamic levels, a fortissimo flutter tongue, 

sounds on a the volume suddenly subsides, and again the chromatic

descent is heard. Now it is followed by the C# - E#, and the E# leads 

directly up one half step to the F#, the next note in. the piano.

The new "Presque Lent" section uses the same thematic frag

ments as the previous comparable section. The difference is that 

both voices are in canon, at the time interval of one bar plus one 

sixteenth. In this context, the meshing of both parts, which has 

been so important before, is now complete with this canon. Bars 75 

and 76 are identical to 29 and 30. The chords in the piano, bars 77 

and 78, are different from those in bars 31 and 32. The notes are 

higher in pitch, as are the next two bars. This is done to heighten 

the mournful feeling which characterizes this whole section. The 

basic phrase construction, however, is the same.

"Un peu vif" which follows is identical with the similar pre-. 

ceding section, except that it is now transposed up a fourth. The 

unrest is again quieted, but then is immediately resumed with the 

"Vif" section which follows. This is quite a remarkable section. The 

flute.has, for the first six bars through bar 96, various patterns 

centered around the notes G-G#~A, again chromatic. Bars 97 through 

100 expand the range by adding C, D#, E and F#. The note C# pre

dominates with its repetition, and this forms an obvious semitone with
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the low Cl in bar 100. The piano is sustaining all notes with the . 

pedal9 as it will do for the entire section. The dotted and 

syncopated rhythms separate it from the more straight forward patterns 

in the flute. These are obscured, however, because of the pedaling. 

Again, the interval of the half step clashes between the two hands in 

nearly every bar.

At bar 101 the note pattern in the flute part changes. From 

here to bar 110 the focal point lies in G-A^-A-B^. The grace notes

A^-B^ which lead to the A begin nearly every group of notes. The

repetition of the figure is hammered repeatedly. The piano still 

follows the same style: half steps are the governing interval within

each line and between the treble and bass.

The flute figure changes slightly at bar 110. The two grace 

notes which had begun each group are momentarily not used. But they 

are incorporated into the rhythmic motive. It is in this bar that the 

piano movement begins to slow down, and there are longer note values. 

The flute figure resumes at bar 112, and the whole line moves to its 

highest note, the B̂ . It then continues, as it had originally begun. 

The bars 114-120 represent a combination of the two main rhythmic and 

note patterns of the whole section. In one sweeping line the frantic 

movement comes to a close. The peak of this line, the F#, is heard

at the same time as the F in the piano. The remaining, piano chords

are all harsh.due to their chromatic construction. The last flute run 

has a G#2 to a G3 connecting it over the barline. The last C4 is 

brilliant and short.
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The combination of flute and piano, therefore, can produce an 

effective body of sound when used by a skillful composer. Although 

there are not as many types of new tone colors used in this work as 

were found in the Sequenza5 still the work demands a new concept of 

blending that was not needed in older music. Compare, for example, 

such flute solos, all of which portrayed birds, as Peter and the Wolf, 

or Carnival of the A n i m a l s This is a new concept and new picture ■ 

that Messiaen presents. He achieves this by a skillful combination of . 

the flutter tongue and dramatic changes in register. These, along 

with dynamic changes, are complemented by the piano, whose part does 

not stand as a separate voice, but instead blends its color simul

taneously with the sound of the flute. The work does present the flute 

and piano with a new variance and richness in sound.

This does not, however, take full advantage of the rich 

vocabulary of color available in this combination of instruments.

The next work, Honeyreves s by Bruno Maderna, will reveal an even more 

liberal selection from this vast well of resources,

Honeyreves by Bruno Maderna

The influence of Severino Gazzeloni has been felt by many
15contemporary Italian composers. As a result of his concert and

teaching career, he has inspired many in their writings, and much

literature that is being written for flute today is dedicated to him.
• ' • .

15. Luciano Berio, "Journee Berio," La Revue Musicale. Double 
Numero Special 265-266 (October 1968), p. 31.
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He is the first flutist to reach international acclaim as an Avant 

Garde performer 5 and has maintained his position as the authority for 

this type of flute style. This work, for flute and piano, was first 

printed in 1963, and shows considerably more experimentation than did 

the previous work, Le Merle Hoir*

The basic form of this piece is prologue, sections A, B, C, D, 

postlude. It is the opening and closing material, written in a 

similar improvisatory.style, that binds the work together. The main 

sections, although different, are united by similar compositional 

-techniques.

The prologue, which begins with the opening flute solo, starts 

with an extended Â , marked."vibrato.11 . This then leads to the D1~C#2, 

a motive that will later be seen as a major unifying device in the 

main sections. This major seventh is marked "come soffio" or, "as a 

breath"; this would indicate to the player that the tone is to be 

quite airy, and would be accomplished by a complete relaxation of the 

lips.

The next few notes which follow introduce a new sound, different 

from all others encountered so far. The Al, which leads chromatically 

to the B and then back to the B̂ , is connected to these notes by a 

small arrow. This sign is interpreted as a glissando effect, and will 

sound much the same, applied to the flute, as does a trombone glissando, 

which is performed simply by moving the slide of that instrument, with

out stopping to define any pitches. On the flute, however, it is not 

quite that simple. There are two possible ways to create this desired
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effecte Most professional performers,' and indeed the majority of good 

amateurs, probably own a "French" model flute. This type of instrument 

has, as does a clarinet, several keys which have an open center'section 

instead of a solid piece of metal throughout. One obvious advantage of 

this .sort of construction would be an aid to intonation; as the finger 

is moved back slightly on such a key so that a minute section of the 

opening is exposed, the pitch rises. Naturally, the more opening 

exposed, the higher the pitch. If all of this center section were 

opened, and.the finger touched only the rim of the key, the pitch would 

be as close to the next actual note as is possible without lifting the 

finger and playing that note. And so in playing these few notes which 

occur in this work, the player moves his finger in the manner described, 

back as far as possible, and then goes on to the next note indicated.

In going from B to , he logically would move his finger forward on 

the B̂  key until the center section is again covered. Although this 

might sound extremely simple to execute, the difficulty arises in 

making the point at which the flutist actually goes on to the next 

fingering a smooth transition, not audible to the listener. It is 

here that the skill and control of the performer must be put to test.

If by some chance the performer does not have this type flute,

the design of the instrument would be "closed hole." This means that

the center section of the key, which was opened on the French model,

is solid across the top. He1then would have to create the effect by 

the movement of his lips. As the lips move forward the pitch will 

rise. This process. If continued to an extreme, degree, will result in 

the stoppage of all tone and sound, as the direction of the air will
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.be changed to such a degree that no air will be passing from the 

lips to the flute» As the lips move gradually9 a sound will be heard 

similar to that glissando achieved by moving the finger on the open 

holed flute. Naturally9 the player on the French model can use this 

method as well. The disadvantage, however9 is that using this lip 

technique makes the transition from glissando to actual fingering 

change extremely difficult, if not impossible, and the points of 

change will almost always be audible.

One more point of interest should be noticed about this passage 

before going ahead. The composer indicates that the vibrato should 

not be started until the player reaches the B. This would also help 

to create a variance in sound at the same time that the glissando is 

being played.

After this part is finished, the remainder of the opening 

flute solo introduces several rhythmic ideas which will be used later 

on. Note the great variety of dynamic markings, as were common in all 

the previous works. Both the rhythmic and dynamic ideas will be 

expanded later by both flute and piano.

Once the flute part has finished, the piano is then heard in a 

solo passage. Again, the composer incorporates many new sound ideas 

into this short section. The first part heard is played with the hand 

on the strings of the piano.. The player is instructed to hit the 

strings, in the area of the notes indicated, ’and then slide the finger 

on the strings of these notes in the direction shown by the arrows.

This will again change the pitch, and will create the glissando effect, 

on the piano of course, similar to that part just heard on the flute.
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As was indicated to the flutist, the pianist is told to vibrate the 

string5 by moving the finger lightly on it, after the initial sound has 

been heard for several seconds.

Bar 4 begins with another slap of the strings in the lower 

register. This is followed by three pairs of notes, significantly the 

same intervals as the pairs of notes heard in the last line of the 

flute solo: whole step, whole step, half step. The pianist is to

pluck these indicated strings, and allow them to ring. The sign above 

these notes, resembling the Greek letter Upsilon, is to be interpreted 

in this manner. .

Bar 5 follows with yet another effect. The B string should be 

plucked, but not allowed to ring. The sound should be supressed 

immediately, thus creating a percussiveness which will be imitated 

later in the flute part. The remaining two bars on the page have 

several chords, played with contrasting attacks and dynamics. The 

lowest notes in the right and left hand chords create the major 

seventh interval when the notes are played. The loudest and most 

isolated interval in bar 7 is a major seventh.

This first page acts as the prologue introduction, in that it 

announces both instruments separately, and allows them to demonstrate 

some of their.new sounds before they play together. This is very 

important, for it provides the listener a moment to distinguish both 

before they are fused into one unit. Bar 8, although it is still piano 

solo, is the beginning of section A, and starts with an abrupt change 

of mood. The two measures, 8 and 9, have a rapid flourish of notes.
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and then a series of tone clusters5 spaced in a manner that makes the 
listener anticipate each chord.

After a few seconds of silence, the flute enters with the notes 

which form a minor seventh. The bars which follow, through the G1 in 

the flute at bar 13, mesh the two instruments into a single body of 

sound. They alternate entrances, and with the variety of attacks and 

dynamic levels, one is hardly aware that two instruments are playing.

The overall effect is as if only a single instrument were playing.. This

idea is further enhanced by the frequently overlapping notes in the

two instrumental lines. For example, the C2 which the flute has in

bar 10 is quickly echoed by the piano in the next bar. The piano then

has a C#2 which the flute repeats. The triplet figure, heard in the 

introductory flute solo, is heard once again in that instrument in bars 

ll and 12, And the great number of contrasting attacks.just within 

these few bars is staggering. The flute has staccato, sharp accents, 

flutter tonguing; the piano is primarily short staccato, but does 

sharply pluck the strings as in the introduction. The dynamic levels 

change frequently.

The next few bars, through bar 18, show an increase in 

intensity. This is accomplished by an increase in the number of notes

in both instruments, which allows more overlapping between the lines,
z

The intervals tend to be very wide, often using major ninths, sevenths, 

etc. The flutter tonguing in the flute, at bar 15 for example, is 

imitated by a repetition, which is extremely rapid, of the note G in 

the piano. This is indicated by the piano marking on the line connecting
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the two written G's. The range of notes in both parts is greatly 

expanded9 with sudden loud outbursts in both voices» We again see the 

triplet figure in bar 16, The flute has it in its original form, at 

the same time that the piano plays it, the rhythm reversed. In 

performance, again, the rapid occurrence and overlapping of notes 

unifies the two instruments into one part.

After the loud major ninth which concludes bar 18, it appears 

that the pace is going to settle down, and bar 19 has several notes, 

chromatic though spaced in various octaves, all at a soft dynamic 

level. The temporary solitude does not last very long, however, 

Immediately in bar 20 the intensity is resumed. The flute repeats 

the rhythm that was heard in the initial solo: a pair of notes

alternated with an isolated one. This is not obvious to the listener, 

however, as the piano tends, with its continuous notes, to obscure 

this rhythm. The skill of the performer again comes to the test, as 

both parts have such frequent and dramatic changes in dynamics that 

the passage is extremely difficult to play correctly. After these two 

bars are finished, a feeling of repose takes over,through bar 25. The 

overall dynamic range is a quiet one, and the frantic number of notes 

in each part has again settled down to a few, spaced further apart. 

Again the frequent overlapping of notes between the two lines should 

be noted: the G^3 in the flute is echoed by an F# in the piano (bar

22). The trill notes in the.next bar that the flute plays are repeated 

by the piano in the same measure. Section A closes at bar 25, after
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the flute plays three G2T s5 each with a different sound: hitting the

key, flutter, and finally, harmonic.

Section B opens at bar. 26 with an "explosion" on F# in both

parts. This segment, which extends through bar 38, is characterized

by frequent changes of tempo and rubato, therefore giving an overall

espressivo effect. The first small part of the section, bars 26-31,

contains numerous kinds of articulation in both voices. The pianist

again plucks the strings in different ways, while the flute uses much

flutter tonguing. Both lines repeat the same notes in many instances

within the same bar. This portion of section B ends with the C4 in

the flute in bar 31, the lowest note heard thus far on that instrument.

Note that it is echoed in that same bar by the piano.

. Bars 32 and 33 mark off another small unit within this section.

The few notes in the piano mesh with those on the flute, especially

because of their method of attack, and in bar 33 we hear a fifth,

played as a tremolo, in the flute line. This is the first time that

such a sound has been employed in the work. The next short bar acts

as a separate unit, and gives an outburst of loud, rapid notes into .

this feeling of quiet that has prevailed.

Bars 35 through 38 employ the harmonic as its primary feature.

The piano joins the flute in this technique for‘the first time, and

this unites.the parts even more closely into a single voice. The

pisfriist is instructed to put his hand on the string, "to anticipate

the harmonic." After the harmonic D, in bar 38, section B closes.b
Thus this portion, from bars 26-38, can be seen .as a more expressive 

middle section, resembling a quasi-recitative.
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Section. C, which extends through bar 50* opens with the 

interval D to C//9 which had" been heard in the beginning flute solo as 

well as in bar 11* shortly after section A opened. This whole segment 

of the work builds to the climax which will be heard in the next 

section. The increase in intensity is evident: . again there are many 

rapid notes in both voices* and the tempo indication is faster. Both 

parts expand their note range to a new extreme* the highlight of this 

being the D4 in the flute part* bar 47. The general feeling is 

characterized by the bold leaps in both voices* as in bars 43 and 44,' 

This is especially true as the flute slurs to B^3 in bar 43 then D^4 

in bar 44, The main climax of the work is reached in bars 46 and 47* 

as the flute plays in the altissimo register with dramatic flutter 

tonguing* and the piano echoes this in tone clusters in varying octaves 

and attacks. This is interrupted suddenly by the tempo change in bar 

48* as well as the softer dynamics. Both instruments sound notes in 

varied methods of articulation at bar 49, This bar closely resembles 

bars 24 and 25* which closed section A. This idea is continued through 

bar 50* but with the crescendo indicated it serves as a transition to 

section D* which starts at bar 51.

The flute* in the opening of this new section* has a line which 

resembles the opening piano line at bar 8. A secondary climax is 

reached in these first two bars* 51 and 52. Again* both lines are 

unified with common notes. The excitement settles down in bar 53* and 

at 54 the two instruments play an F2 together* significant because it 

is somewhat isolated*, and is the first time that both voices .have
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reached a common note with an identical method of attack. The mood 

continues to relax, through -bar 59 which closes the section. The 

piano,.plucking the strings and allowing them to ring, contributes 

greatly to this sedate feeling, while the flute imitates the idea 

with soft trills.

Bar 58 introduces yet another sound for the piano,, as the 

player is instructed to put a strip of rubber, perhaps an eraser, over 

the strings to mute the sound. This blends into a single sound with 

the flute playing softly in the lower register. The notes are very 

closely related, the flute starting with an A to F, the notes which 

the piano closes with in bar 59. The section closes with a soft 

percussive F in the piano, muted by the rubber strip.

After the double bar, which separates bars 59 and 60, the 

postlude, having the same improvisatory feeling that was seen in the 

prologue, begins at bar 60. The lack of bar lines and meter add to 

this feeling, although the phrases are clearly marked off in the flute 

line by breath marks. The piano is still muted, and the soft plucked 

is interrupted by the slap of the strings indicated by the dark 

markings. Above this, the flute plays the most melodious passage heard 

since the initial solo in the prologue. On the second line of this 

page, the pianist is instructed to remove the rubber mute and allow the 

sound to ring for the indicated length of time. The third line, all 

flute solo, centers around the note G2, and is reminiscent of the 

figure which closed section A at bars 24 and 25, and. section C at bar 

49. This idea was hinted at, moreover, at bar 38 at the end of section
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B. Here in the postlude* however? the G is alternated with a D3 and 

the articulation is varied from a flutter tongue to a harmonic♦ It is 

unusualj in the authorTs opinion, that Maderna has chosen these two 

notes, as they almost hint at a tonal center, or key of. G; and this 

feeling is kept through the end of the work. Since there has been

nothing of this idea before one can scarcely look at this as being

tonally oriented at all. The last line has a flute tremolo, and its 

tranquillity is interrupted by a forte percussive attack in the piano.

The entire work ends quietly on the long F#1 in the flute, which fades

and then disappears completely. ^

The importance of this work cannot be stressed enough. Maderna 

has seemingly fused the two instruments into a single unit of sound, 

as if there were only one performing instrument. At the same time, he 

was able to incorporate many new sound ideas into both parts. This 

accomplishment represents an important step in this whole area of 

experimentation with the new sound media.

t



CHAPTER V

NEW SOUNDS FOR- FLUTE IN ORCHESTRAL WRITINGS

Perhaps the most obvious consideration in this area of new

sounds for flute within an orchestral framework would be the expansion

of the flute.family. After perfecting his model of the C flute, the

standard orchestral and solo instrument, Theobald Boehm then designed ' 
lbthe alto flute, which he liked so much that this became his primary 

instrument until his death. The piccolo, of course, was already in 

use by this time, the mid 1800's, but neither instrument had reached a 

status of standard solo voice in the orchestra. With the turn of the 

century, however, the picture changed. The alto flute, in G, came into 

a position of greater importance as a solo wind instrument. A classic 

example of this is in the ballet Daphnis et Chloe by Maurice Ravel.

The beautiful solo, showing off the lowest tones of the flute, comes 

shortly after the long C flute solo (see Figure 2). Stravinsky also 

uses the alto flute often, as in The Rite of Spring, where it is heard 

frequently in solo passages (see Figure 3). This instrument, it should 

be added, has arrived at a place.of major importance in the field of 

Jazz; this has been made possible especially since amplification

16. Theobald .Boehm, .The Flute and Flute Playing (New York: 
Dover Publications, 1964), p. 11.
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Figure 2. Alto Flute Solo from Daphnis and Chloe 
by Maurice Ravel
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Figure 3. Alto Flute Solo from The Rite of Spring 
by Igor Stravinsky
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devices have, made it possible to show off instruments of lesser dynamic 

17range.

The piccolo, although a standard feature in an orchestral wind 

section long before the alto flute, has reached a new status with music 

of the twentieth century. It has become somewhat common to include two 

piccolos in the section, as in Petroushka by Stravinsky or the Varia

tions for Orchestra by Arnold Schoenberg. Both of these works have.

piccolo solos of major importance, and the second piccolo part is

often more important than the second flute part. In chamber music the 

piccolo has also reached a new importance. Schoenberg1s Pierrot 

Lunaire, for example, has several sections where the piccolo is the 

high wind instrument, the C flute not playing at all.

It is evident,. therefore, that as with most woodwind instruments, 

the flute family has expanded in the orchestral framework to include 

important solo passages for both alto flute and piccolo, as well as 

the standard C flute. But what of the new sound possibilities that

have been examined in the previous pages? In considering this question,

it must be kept in mind that most of the new sounds that we have seen 

in the solo works would not be heard over a full orchestral sound, due 

to the construction of the flute and the fact that many of these sounds 

can be played only at a soft dynamic level. The harmonics and double 

stops, which were used so effectively in the works of Berio and Maderna, 

could not compete even with a mezzo forte from the rest of the wind

17. Marshall Stearns, The Story of Jazz (New York: The New
American Library, 1964), p. 228.
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section. The pitch would perhaps be audible9 but the unique quality 

of sound would be lost. The percussive striking of the notes> as was 

seen in the Varese work as well as Honeyreves and Sequenza, would not 

be successful5 either9 in cutting through any simultaneous sound from . 

other instruments. There is. the possibility that a composer could use 

these devices if he were to have the flute playing completely alone in 

some parts5 but so far there is no evidence in the literature that any- 

pne has tried to do this. And so, an orchestral composer is somewhat 

more limited when writing for the flute, if he wants to concentrate on 

new sounds and different colors. He does, however, have a few areas 

to explore. '

One possibility that is obvious is the enormous range in 

octaves that the flute family offers. Many contemporary composers have 

exploited the low register of the alto flute, the upper notes of the 

piccolo, and all of the C flute range between them. Prokofiev, in his 

Classical Symphony, keeps the flutes centered around D4, the altissimo 

D, throughout much of the last movement. Richard Strauss, in much of ■ 

his work, does the same thing; a good example of this is the solo triplet 

passage in the Domestic Symphony (see Figure 4). Stravinsky, on the 

other hand, often writes important solo passages for the C flute in the 

lowest octave, and these are often staccato, a difficult task at best 

on any flute. The alto flute is used primarily in the low register, 

usually in slurred passages, 'to take advantage of its "velvety" sound 

quality.

The piccolo has not been spared.any technical challenges by the 

current orchestral composer. Varese, when writing for piccolo, often
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includes notes that are so high, as in his Deserts or Hyperprism, that 

they are impossible to reach. It should be remembered that all notes 

on the piccolo sound an octave higher than written. This does not mean, 

however, that the composer did not want the performer to play the notes 

written if possible. At the other extreme we find, in the last section 

of Petroushka, a piccolo solo written for the lowest notes of the 

instrument.(see Figure 5). So once again it is obvious that composers 

have tried' to realize the tone quality of the flute family in all 

registers.

Another area that a composer may explore is that of articula

tion. The flutist, because he does not use a reed, is capable of 

articulating as fast if not faster than all other woodwind instruments 

in an orchestra. Many contemporary composers have used this possibility 

to the fullest degree. In the work Estancia by the Argentine composer 

Alberto Ginastera, the opening of the last movement, "Malambo," has a 

rapidly repeating figure for both flute and piccolo in unison. This 

part, perhaps to the dismay of the two players, is all tongued, and 

goes on for quite some time. These are the only two woodwind instru

ments that have this passage, and they are joined by the piano. 

Ginastera, no doubt, had both color and speed of articulation in mind 

when he wrote this.

In this area of articulation, a feature of great importance is 

the ability of the flutist to flutter tongue. This technique, while 

not unique to the flute in an orchestral wind section, is used as the 

counterpart to the tremolo in the strings. Within the woodwind section, 

however, it is probably the flute that is most often called upon for
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Figure 4. C Flute Solo from Domestic Symphony 
by Richard Strauss

Figure 5. Piccolo Solo from Petroushka by 
Igor Stravinsky
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this. In Don Quixote9 by Strauss, there is a long section of flutter 

tongued chromatic scales in Variation-7, Schoenberg and Anton Webern 

also make extensive use of this technique. In Funf Stucke, Opus 10, 

by Webern, the composer uses it effectively in the first movement. He 

generally keeps the flute in a low register and at a soft dynamic level, 

and it blends very well with the trills and harmonics of the other 

instruments playing. Schoenberg varies the sound with other articula

tion patterns, as in. Number 20 of the Pierrot Lunaire, "Barcarole."

The flutter tonguing is played in long, descending passages, amid 

rapidly tongued notes and trills. It is.not intended, therefore, to 

stand out as a unique sound, but to blend with other articulations for 

an overall effect. Other examples of works using this technique are 

Pacific 231, by Honegger and La Victoire de Guernica, by Luigi Nono.

It has been used, moreover, by Dallapiccola, Stravinsky, Ravel, and 

many others.

Contemporary composers have not yet attempted to exploit many 

of the new sound possibilities for the flute. They will be able to do 

this only if they want to isolate the flute sound from other instru

ments. It is only then that many of the new sounds will be heard in 

orchestral works. .

We must make brief mention of the future of the flute in the 

electronic media. This new musical concept is becoming increasingly 

more significant. Several composers have tried, and some with great 

success, to incorporate the various sounds of the flute with the 

electronic sounds. Others have tried to imitate, electronically, the



timbre of the flute. Among the notable names in this area are Otto 

Luening5 Professor of Music at Columbia University, and John Clough 

and Andrew Dugger, Professors of Music at the Oberlin Conservatory.

To go more deeply into this area would necessitate a lengthy discus

sion on the techniques of electronic composition, which is not in the 

scope of this paper.



CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The flute is one of the oldest instruments known to mankind9 as 

proven by a great amount of evidence found in ancient art and litera

ture. The basic construction of the instrument was altered many times 

before the final design was achieved by Theobald Boehms. with the model 

that he perfected in 1847. This design is still used today, and was 

quickly adapted for both alto flute and piccolo.

The construction of the instrument is a relatively simple one, 

based on overtone principles. The long tube into which the player 

blows has its length varied by the opening and closing.of various keys. 

With each low fundamental tone of the bottom register a new harmonic 

series is made possible. In most cases up to the sixth partial can be 

reached by fingering any low note. Because of this construction, 

there are very few different fingerings for the notes of the instru

ment, as most are related to those of the lowest register.

The flute sound has long been heard in repertoire that shows 

off its sweet, mellow quality. Its different registers, each having 

a characteristic tone color, have varied dynamic possibilities as well. 

The highest octave, being the shrillest, naturally carries the farthest 

in an orchestra, and is often the only one that can be used if there 

are other instruments playing at the same time. Within a solo frame

work, . however, the picture changes entirely. Since the flute sound is

48
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isolated and unchallenged? the composer is at liberty to experiment 

in any register that he desires.

The early years of the twentieth century saw the development

of new ideas on the importance of tone color and sound in music.

Composers such as Varese5 Stravinsky9 Schoenberg and others turned

their attention from rigid formal designs to the exploitation of color

combinations possible within the orchestral framework. It was through

Schoenberg and his students Webern and Berg, for example, that the term

"Klangfarbenmelodie,tf or melody through tone colors, came into existence.

Schoenberg’s Opus 16  ̂number 3, "Summer Morning by a Lake," is a good 
18 •example of this. In this short work the melody is achieved simply 

by using one basic chord; by changing the voicing several times, the 

composer thereby creates new tonal colors which are the substitute for 

the traditional thematic idea.

It was perhaps‘ natural that composers began to limit their 

interest in new sound combinations to individual instruments, rather 

than the orchestra as a whole. With this narrower scope, they could 

also concentrate on using many of the new sounds that the various 

instruments have in their "vocabulary" of tone colors. The flute has 

proven itself extremely versatile and valuable in meeting these new 

demands. With this instrument the artist has many new sounds that he 

may explore. Among the obvious are: harmonics, great contrasts in

articulation, an extremely large range, and many contrasts in dynamics.

18. William W. Austin, Music in the Twentieth Century (New 
York: W. W. Norton and Company, 1966), p. 179.
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Composers have taken these, along with others, and used them in works

that musically display this new network of sound.

Edgard Varese was one of the first such composers to exploit 

the flute sound as he did in his Density 21.05. Written in 1936 for 

the great flutist, Georges Barrere, for the debut of his platinum 

flute, the work met with very unfavorable response at its first play

ing. The musical audience had never heard the flute played in such a 

"shocking" manner.

The work is in three main sections, and the opening figure 

acts as the unifying motive throughout. Section A, where the flute is

kept primarily in the lower and middle registers, is written in very

smooth, slurred lines, with the characteristic motive heard many times. 

There are a great many dynamic contrasts, many of which come very 

suddenly. At the few points where the range is expanded to the upper 

octave, this change is approached by dramatic leaps.

Section B introduces a new percussive sound, performed by 

sharply hitting the keys with the fingers at the same time that the 

player blows into the flute. This particular line is set apart from 

the main body of music by rests, and includes dynamic contrasts even 

with this technique. After this is finished, the main motive enters, 

inverted, and of an explosive nature. The range suddenly expands, and 

the flute proceeds to the highest octave.

After a moment? s calm, in which the initial motive returns in 

nearly exact form, the flute again ascends, this time higher than 

before. It hammers back and forth up to the altlssimo D4 in a long
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fortissimo passage. Once this is completed, the tension gradually 

releases until the work ends.

It is easy to see why the work was not applauded at its premiere. 

Audiences were unaccustomed to hearing the flute in this new guise. 

Varese, however, had accomplished his goal. The effectiveness of the 

work lies in the sound alone, and he makes good use of the possibili

ties with which he is working. The instrument can show off its smooth 

lower register as well as the brilliance that it has in the upper 

octaves. By introducing the percussive, struck notes, Varese not only 

varies the work, but opens up a new realm to composers who will follow 

him. He also displays, quite effectively, that the flute can play 

with great and rapid contrasts in dynamics. This work can therefore be 

interpreted as a study in flute sound.

The Sequenza, written by Luciano Berio twenty years later, 

shows that this area of sound possibilities had advanced greatly in 

that period of time. The influence of the flutist, Severino Gazzeloni, 

himself as Italian, has been great upon many Avant Garde composers.

This work, startlingly different just to look at, lacks the usual clef 

and meter indications, and has detailed instructions concerning 

interpretation. Again the opening motive acts as a unifying device, 

and it occurs at each major section change in the work.

The first new sound that is heard is the flutter tongue.

Varese did not use this in the preceding work. Produced by rolling the 

R!s at the same time that the player.is blowing into the flute, this 

effect, used many times in the Sequenza, sounds .like an extremely rapid 

articulation. Other articulation demands of this work are very taxing
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for the player. Many different degrees of accents are called for, as 

well as tongued passages, in the normal manner, that go at fantastic 

speed.

In contrast to this, however, there are many sustained notes, 

usually with dynamic variations which occur during their value. These 

longer notes show off the beauty of the flute sound. On the third 

page of the work, Berio effectively uses a tremolo, often in the form 

of a rapid trill between two disjunct notes. At one point he combines 

the tremolo and the flutter tongue, which then leads into a fast 

flutter passage.

From this idea, he then introduces the same percussive technique 

as we have seen in the Varese work. He expands this idea, however, 

farther than Varese had in that he combines two techniques, the 

percussive attack and the tremolo. The player eventually simply strikes 

the trilled notes, without blowing any air into the instrument.

Even with all these innovations,, he goes another step farther. 

Calling upon the capability of the flute to play harmonics, which 

Varese had not done at all, he writes a trill, played harmonically, 

which then slides very effectively into a pair of double stops. This 

is a sound that few people realize is possible to perform 'on this 

instrument. Indeed,.there are probably many flutists who do not realize 

that this is possible.

Once this section is ended, Berio leads to the next part in 

longer sustained passages. This again grows into brilliant flutter 

tonguing', and after a great flourish of articulation, the work closes 

on a single C//1, percussively attacked.
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The advance which this work represents cannot be over

emphasized- Berio takes all the ideas that Varese had introduced, 

combines them to create more new sounds, and uses them separately as 

well. Moreover, he expands the colors by introducing new ideas such 

as use of harmonics and flutter tonguing. He unifies them all into a 

very striking virtuoso piece that shows off nearly every possibility 

that the flute possesses.

When a composer writes for flute and piano, he finds himself 

faced with difficulties if he wishes to investigate this new area of 

the exploitation of sound. Oliver Messiaen, in his work Le Merle Noir, 

successfully combines these two instruments into a single unit of 

sound. This work is more traditional in its appearance, in that the 

metric value is clearly related by the eighth or sixteenth notes in 

both instruments. In comparison to the next work in consideration, 

Honeyreves, it is rather conservative in style. Messiaen takes a 

slightly different approach in this area of sound. He has a definite 

subject in mind, the blackbirds, and concentrates on describing this 

in the music, rather than exploiting exclusively new musical sounds. 

Traditional compositional techniques are more important in this work 

than in others previously discussed. There is a great deal of imitation 

between the two instruments, which develops at one point into quite a 

lengthy canon. Moreover,, there are two unaccompanied flute solos 

which act as dividing points'between the main sections of the work.

There is a chromatic motive which binds the music together in the 

several sections.
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In this work, it is primarily the flute which has the greatest 

importance, and the piano acts solely as an accompaniment. The treat

ment of the flute, however, is quite interesting. Messiaen, in 

attempting to portray birds,.takes full advantage of the speed with, 

which the flute can play involved technical passages. All the flute 

lines are slurred when playing with the piano, until the very last 

section, where the articulation and grace notes greatly enhance the 

visualization of the birds. In the flute solos, however, there is 

more freedom taken. Flutter tonguing and repeated notes symbolize the 

chattering of the birds. There are many points of dynamic contrast.

The range of the.line stays somewhat limited, however, and concentrates 

primarily in the middle and upper registers.

Although conservative in his presentation, Messiaen does 

effectively fuse the sounds of the two instruments into one. The close 

relationship of notes in the two parts, plus the closeness of 

registers within the two voices are factors which make this union 

possible. It must be remembered, when comparing this work to the 

one by Maderna, that here the piano is not the soloist; it is the 

piano1s task to blend with the flute, not to retain its individuality. 

The work,.however, is quite effective, and offers a great satisfaction 

to many soloists who perform it.

• The picture changes quite radically in the Honeyreves by Bruno. 

Maderna. Since both instruments are using new sounds, a mutual blend 

is perhaps more difficult to achieve. Often the pianist is forced to 

"play" directly on the strings in the back of the piano. There is the
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differentiation needed in method's of attack when he does play from 

this position; sometimes the strings are allowed to ring, while other, 

times the. sound must be.cut off abruptly» The performer also has to 

slap his hands on the keys, hitting random notes. In addition, he must 

play extremely short staccato notes as well as involved technical 

passages.

The flutistTs vocabulary of sounds is also well exploited. The 

most striking feature is the glissando found in the introductory flute 

solo in the prologue. Moreover, there are many passages which use 

flutter tonguing, as well as a great variety of articulation patterns, 

Needless to say, there are numerous demands put on the player for 

extreme control in dynamics. The percussive effect, which was seen 

in the works of Varese and Berio, is again seen here; notably, there 

is a similar effect in the piano part. As with the Sequenza, there is 

an extensive use of harmonics.

How then does Maderna combine these two distinctive instru

mental parts? He is obviously taking a much more liberal and generous 

approach to this area of new sounds than did Messiaen in the preceding 

work. In Honeyreves, the two parts are held securely together by many 

overlapping phrases and notes. There are many instances where one 

instrument has a particular note which is then echoed by the other. In 

addition to this, many of the phrases are not musically complete unless 

both parts are taken into account at the same time. The notes are so 

closely meshed that the two lines are united into a single phrase, and 

not as two distinct lines. This was not true in Le Merle Noir. Unity
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was achieved by the imitation of various phrases between the instru

ments, not by both parts joining to form one large, overall phrase.

Even though the two instruments have many new sounds to produce 

individually in the Maderna work, it can easily be seen that there are 

several similar sounds between the two. The piano, when normally 

played, for example, has no vibrato possibilities. When the player 

strikes a note by plucking the string and by movement of . the finger 

on the string, some vibrations of the note are audible. The flutist, 

on the other hand, always has the choice of vibrating the tone or not. 

They therefore can blend these sounds as they desire. The pianist 

attacks a note with a physical tapping of the finger; the flute player 

can do this as well, as we have seen in preceding works. Once again, 

Maderna takes advantage of this similarity, as both players are 

instructed to use this percussive attack. At one important point, 

where the two players use.this technique on the same isolated note, 

the listener is able to see just how closely the two sounds are united.

Thus the two composers, Messiaen and Maderna, while striving 

for a unity of sound between the flute and piano, approach the 

possibilities from two different viewpoints. Messiaen concentrates 

on a close imitation of musical lines. He does, moreover, allow the 

flute more of a solo role than the piano.’ Maderna, on the other hand, 

attempts to fuse the two musical parts into a single phrase unit. At 

the same time, through usage of similar new sounds in both instruments, 

he allows such a close imitation here that it is difficult at times to 

distinguish one instrument from the other.
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Not all composers have directed their "new sound11 writings 

to the area of solo work. The orchestral composer, naturally, is 

working with a larger body of instruments, and therefore must concen

trate on the overall sound that he creates; he may not wish to give so 

much individual attention to each separate instrument. The flute tone „ 

can easily be covered if other instruments are playing at the same time. 
If the composer wishes to use some of the new sounds that have been 

discussed, he must isolate the flute, and have no other instrument 

playing at the same time.

The most successful possibilities here are the wide range of 

the instrument and the many articulation patterns which it can easily 

perform. The composer may also choose from the various kinds of flutes, 

the C flute, alto flute and piccolo, each of which offers him a differ

ent quality in tone. Several contemporary composers have used many of 

these; however, there has not as yet been any attempt to include such 

effects as the percussive attack, harmonics or double stops. The 

technique that has been used most frequently, perhaps, is the flutter 

tongue.

The flute will continue to be selected by composers as one 

instrument which is adaptable in their exploration of new musical 

sounds. There are even now some additional compositions for flute 

which involve these new concepts of tone color and performance 

techniques. It is the author,’s hope that such works will be performed 

by competent flutists, so that musicians will become more aware of 

their musical value.
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DENSITY 21.5*1
Flute Solo

E dg a r d  Va r e se

72

L 11 a

JO subito

m f subito

J O  subito

- = y
(sharply articulated)*** 
+ + + +

jo subito JO  subito

mp mpmp

*  W rit ten  in Jan u a ry ,  1936, at the  request  of  Georges  Barrere  fo r the inau g u ra t io n  of his  p la t inum  f lu t e .  R ev ised  
A p r i l ,  1946. 21.5 is  the  d e n s i ty  o f  p l a t i n u m .

* *  A lw ays  s t r i c t l y  in  t im e — follow metronomic  ind ica t ions .
* * *  N otes  m arked  + to  be p la y e d  s o f t l y ,  h i t t i n g  the  keys  a t  the  same t im e  to p roduce  a p e rc u s s iv e  e f fe c t .
1. All other sources refer to this work as Density 21.05.

C o p y r ig h t  1946 by E d g a r d  Varese  * ------------------
N.T. 1946-2 ©  C o p y r ig h t  a s s ig n e d  1956 to  G. R ic o r d i  & Co., New Y ork ,N  Y

Note: Printed with permission of copyright holder.
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